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The ProxerSafe system has been created to keep keys, devices, instruments or 

documents safe, and manage them in a supervised, authorized and online 

traceable way. 

If tools, documents, mobile devices, valuables are to be kept safe, then the 

storage boxes with separate doors mean a good solution. There are storage 

boxes with larger box size for keeping larger objects, and smaller ones e.g. for 

bunch of keys or ID cards. 

ProxerSafe cabinets meet the international standards of 19” rack modules, and 

can be built into 19” rack towers and certified safes. Other formats are available 

per request.  

This product contains  XS sized (W84 x H50 x D100 mm) storage boxes, but safety cabinets can be ordered 

with different box number and with distinct box/door sizes; what's more, drawer and box sizes can alter in 

one cabinet and be combined with key-holder plugs. 

This version has no built-in PC, thus cabinet can be managed from ProxerNet software KeySafe module 

running on a remote computer. 

 

Structure and operation: 

 ProxerSafe Drawer is built-in a designed, clear-out housing, 

following the Rack standard or in other format according to demand. 

Can be wall-mounted or in standing form or fitted in classified safe. 

 After identification and checking the authorization the closed drawer 

pops out.  

 Contains XS-size drawers: W84 x H50 x D100 mm (where W stands 

for width, H stands for height and D for depth) 

 

Properties: 

 Smart safety cabinet for keeping keys, devices, instruments or documents safe, and manage them 

in a supervised, authorized and online traceable way 

 Automatic bolt locked RFID Proximity key holder drawers, boxes (Optionally the Client's existing 

cards can be used) 

 The cabinet door can be opened only with an authorized RFID card/ tag. 

 Authority can be given and withdrawn by drawers/ boxes. 

 Online communication is possible (cabinet can be managed from ProxerNet software KeySafe 

module running on a remote computer) 

 Right management from a distance, via Internet 

 Logged events: who opened the cabinet, when, which box, drawer, etc. 

 Numbered drawers, boxes 

 Economic indoor design: powder-coated steel cabinet in RAL7035 colour 

 Available languages: Hungarian, English, Finnish, Swedish, Arabic 
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Options: 

 Identification with fingerprints and PIN 

 Built-in USB charger in order to have mobile devices kept in the box charged 

 Engaged signal with infrared optics 

 Engaged signal with weight sensor 

 Weight measurement with +/- 0,01g accuracy 

 Wi-Fi connection besides the default Ethernet interface 

 Can be built into 19” rack towers and certified safes. 

 Key-holder plugs, distinct types and sizes of drawers and boxes can be combined in one cabinet 

 Brushed, stainless steel housing 

 Available in offline-online format with a touchscreen-operated built-in PC, which ensures 

independent operation, uninterrupted offline operation even in case of network outage 
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